FINDING A MLM
GATEWAY TO A GLOBAL
INTERNET FORTUNE!

NOBODY WILL EVER TELL YOU THAT RECRUITING IN MLM IS
EASY, BUT FORTUNATELY FOR YOU SINCE YOU HAVE STUMBLED
ONTO THIS PAGE, IT HAS BECOME SUBSTANTIALLY EASIER

by Steve Jackson

WE HAVE FOUND A MLM
GATEWAY TO A GLOBAL
INTERNET FORTUNE!
The biggest issue for someone new
to this industry is recruiting in MLM
and that is a fact. Most find it very
difficult to even ask people they have
know for years to join their business
and more so strangers. The MLM
industry is filled with enthusiastic and
passionate sale people that are afraid
to ask the ice breaking questions,
such as:
Would you be open to exploring a
new income opportunity?
Ever felt you should be doing
something else?
Ever wish you could travel more?
But, what if I could share with you a
platform where you are able to
socialize with people who are already
interested in joining your MLM
business?

High
quality
MLM That would be amazing,
leads is the key to won't it?
success
A close friend of mine told
me that, "The Money is in
the list", which is so true.
Stressing about getting that
one person into your
business is just a waste of
time and energy. Building
your list is always going to
be the key to success, but
what if the list was already
made and waiting for you to
access it?
That would
wouldn't it?

be

great

If you could find a place
that could offer you the
opportunity to reach out to
people that are despite to
join your business and fully
understand what MLM is all
about.

If you could find a online
system that was similar to
Linkedin or Facebook and
would allow to to reach out
to people in your area or
anywhere else.

That would give you a
serious advantage over
others playing at MLM,
won't it?

MLM gateway is the solution to recruiting in
MLM
This website is a portal or as they like to say, a gateway
to people who are already running MLM businesses and
in most cases looking for a second or third income
stream. Your job is to take advantage of this portal.
Once you have joined you can ask members to join your
business before someone else gets there.
Examples
Someone may be a successful network marketer, but
has time to run something else. This platform will give
you the access to these individuals.
There are people that have worked in the industry and
had a rest bite, but looking to get back into MLM again.
These people may be despite for a new business
opportunity.

The handy thing about this gateway is that you can
connect to professional network marketers in the niche you
are looking for. In addition, avoid the type of marketers you
are not looking for. A good example is of course is finding
someone in your area while at the same time offering the
produces you are sharing. A marketer who is interested in
health and wellness products is more likely to see the
advantage of adding a similar product to their business
than maybe financial or cryptocurrency services. So. the
ability to target the right people for your business is a major
asset in this MLM social media global format.
I have personally been in MLM for over 20 years and I can
already see that this recruiting portal is a great resource for
people new to MLM. This is even a great place to start if
you are simply browsing for your first home based
opportunity and want to ask questions about how MLM
works in reality. Unfortunately, there are many
misconceptions that a discussion with people in the know
will be able to help you with.
There are only a few platforms that have so many targeted
MLM leads in one place. This gives everyone the
opportunity to meet like minded people from all over the
world.

Is there any other ways of getting free MLM
marketing leads for my business?
Well, you can join MLM gateway for FREE and try the
platform out and see if it fits in what you are already
doing. There are many things I have found useful on this
platform such as the ability to reach out to local reps in
my area. The platform allows you to reach out to one
member a day for FREE, however if you share this site on
Facebook you receive five credits, which allows you to
reach out to five members. In addition, if you create and
publish a business announcement of your business or
product you also receive five credits. Business
announcements is a great way to share your business
with the others by writing an short article (minimum of 400
words). The main and the most profitable way to earn
credits is by referring others. This can be done via social
media, blogs and if you have a mailing list, by sharing the
power of this platform with your warm leads.

There is banner advertising possibilities which again uses
credits. The cost depends on the type and size of your
choosing advertisement.

What is the true cost of recruiting in MLM
gateway?
Good question, because even though this platform is
completely FREE, it is possible to upgrade for For ONLY
$29 a month. I am not going to say, "Yes, you must
upgrade!" because that is unfair for me to say that this
platform will work for you. What I will say is, if you are
new to the MLM industry you should try it out and if you
can recruit with the FREE system then consider
upgrading and take advantage of the premium features.
Such as:
50 Credits added to your account every month
Contact more members who want to join your
business
Generate leads with lead capture landing pages
Access all marketing training courses
Be listed on the featured professionals page
Place a link to your website on your MLM gateway
profile
Display a video on your gateway profile
Make your complete gateway profile visible to all
No ads shown on your profile and announcements
See how many people and who views your profile
Get more credits for referrals and articles
Get priority support 24/7

What are the reviews like?
On the whole and after much browsing of the internet the
global reviews seem very positive as MLM lead systems
go. Normally, I will find someone unhappy with the
platform or service. Many agree that you pay for what you
get and if you are paying nothing and getting some
benefit from recruiting. In most cases, the customer is
happy.
In my view, if you are looking to build a MLM business
and you need two or three good network marketers who
will ask the right questions then this MLM recruiting
platform is for you.
In reality, we all have people in our downline that truly
want to be successful, but can't find it in themselves to do
what it takes. It may come down to:
Lack of understanding in MLM
Unwillingness to learn more about the MLM industry
Believe life is getting in the way of them taken action
The benefit of this platform is that there is a great
possibility that the members have the right stuff and
understand MLM, want to learn and have already taken
action.

The main benefits of MLM gateway
Beyond the possibilities of getting free targeted leads for
your MLM business, there is other assets worth
considering.
As a MLM social media platform it has an fantastic
ranking score on Alexa
You won't need to worry about being a spammer or
getting banned
It is a no brainer that the best people recruit into your
MLM business is already a network marketer
How to generate targeted leads and join MLM
gateway?
Fortunately, creating a global internet fortune with this
platform is very simply.
Just click on the source link on the last page of this
eBook.

Conclusion to using MLM gateway
The ability to contact people who are interested MLM and
creating a personal fortune on the internet and in network
marketing is very powerful. The days of speaking to
family and friends about joining your business is over
forever MLM gateway is finally given the network
marketer a fast track to MLM success. In addition, you
can use this platform for an second or third income
stream in itself. In my case I earned $33.95 USD in the
first 6 hours.
Source: We have found a MLM gateway to a global
internet fortune!
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